Expect the
freshest.
Choose
locally
farmed eggs

AVA conducts scientific Egg Freshness Test in our
laboratories to make sure the eggs that are produced
by our local poultry layer farms are fresh.
The freshness of eggs is measured by a Haugh Unit,
which is obtained by measuring the thickness of the
egg white against the egg's weight. Eggs are evaluated
and classified as follows:
Grade
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All local eggs have received a Grade AA or a Haugh
unit measurement of 72 and above. This is the best
possible grade for the test and it means that our local
eggs are the freshest!
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Agri-Food and Veterinary Authority of Singapore
5 Maxwell Rd #03-00 Tower Block MND Complex
Singapore 06911 0
Tel: 6325 7625 Fax: 6220 6068
www.ava.gov.sg

What is the Singapore
Quality Egg Scheme?
The Agri-Food & Veterinary
Authority's (AVA) Singapore
Quality Egg Scheme (SQES) is
a quality assurance scheme that
ensures our local poultry layer
farms produce quality shell eggs
that are fresh.
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Expect Only the FRESHEST

Support Local Eggs

Currently, all our local poultry egg farms are registered
under the SQES scheme and are allowed to label their egg
cartons with the SQES logo. This logo is a mark of quality and
freshness and you can be assured of buying only the best.

By choosing locally produced poultry eggs, you are
helping our local farmers by keeping them in business,
which in turn supports our community.

Under SQES, these farms are required to undergo monthly
inspections by AVA officers to ensure that their facilities are
hygienic and the quality control monitoring systems are well
maintained. AVA also collects egg samples monthly to test
for freshness and the farms undergo an annual audit for
SQES membership renewal.
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You are also helping to promote environmental
stewardship as the eggs you purchase travel a shorter
distance to get to you.

What this means to YOU
Most importantly, the local eggs that you purchase are
the freshest due to the short time it takes for them to be
delivered to the retail outlets.
They are also of the best quality because all local farms
adhere to stringent standards set by AVA during the
production process.
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In addition, with the farm and production codes printed
on the local eggs, it allows you to easily find out where
your eggs are from. This ensures traceability from the
farms and offers you and your family peace of mind.

Select local eggs. Select the best.
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SQES-certified Local Poultry Egg Farms are:
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Chew's Agriculture Pte Ltd

N&N Agriculture Pte Ltd
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Seng Choon Farm Pte Ltd
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